
SADHANA VILLAGE SCHOOL
Inviting applications 

Learning Un Learning
exploring cognition and re-cognizing the being

An experiential and collaborative enquiry/ course on exploring  how one 
learns,  how learning happens in nature What nature learns 

And why nature learns………

Starting in jan 2014
www.sadhanavillageschool.org

recoveringlearning@gmail.com 
Phone: 09850589088,   08605002090

Who
Sadhana village school team & initiative for re imagining schools is offering their 

space  to understand children and to reclaim the natural learning process

Why
The present schooling is stressful for children and at the same time kills their 

sensitivity, creativity and intuitive abilities. Understanding this deeply would help the 
participant regain their own creativity and would be helpful to the children in the 

process

For whom
Any one interested-
no age bar-
parents, teachers or 
any one interested 
in creativity, 
children, nature…

Duration / Where
The program is being planned as an year long one,  in 

which ten days of each month will be at the Sadhana
village school premises and the rest of the month for 
independent exploration  at various  selected locations.
Participants can either join for the year long program or 

can choose which ever month is convinient.

Medium-
Language is not much of a 

bar as each participant 
will have to learn on their 
own. How ever the team 

at Sadhana knows 
Marathi, Hindi, English , 

Kanada, Tamil, Malayalam, 
Gujrathi

etc

Process 
The Program would be assisted by the  Sadhana team 
but the participant is expected to take the total 
responsibility.  First step being to work on oneself to 
reclaim natural learning with assistance from children, 
nature & some reading . So exploring the self is the 
center of all activities keeping objectivity as the check 
point.

Questions to be held

Senses and its role in cognition,  Biological roots of knowledge and knowing, 
What is the purpose of learning and what is one supposed to learn 

Reading matter

History of modern schooling, Politics of knowledge, Ivan Illich, Claude
Anthropological studies on learning, Culture and cognition, Recent researches in 
cognitive and related sciences., learning in experiential, literate and digital 
conditions, .Cognitive damages of modern schooling.

Important dates
Application to reach by 31st
December 2013.

Session to commence on
20th January 2014
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